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EU Commission reviews fragrance allergens program
The second Annual Review of the IDEA Project (International Dialogue for the Evaluation of Allergens) was
organized in Luxembourg by DG SANCO (Directorate C, Health) on December 17th.
The IDEA project is a multi-stakeholder process designed to provide a broadly agreed and transparent framework
for assessing fragrance sensitizers globally. It is a unique opportunity to build partnerships between experts from
the industry and leading academia to improve the risk assessment of those fragrance ingredients identified as
allergens, allowing better consumer protection.
IDEA consists of a series of workshops, six so far, bringing leading international scientists together to reach
consensus on improving existing methodologies. Recommendations made at the workshops are then followed up
through dedicated task forces and research projects. Every year, since this is a long-term project, an Annual
Review takes place to monitor and validate progress and update the program and priorities.
“We are confident after two years, that IDEA is the transparent platform for communication, bringing together
diverse views from all stakeholders, fostering mutual understanding and collectively defining actions for the future,”
explained Pierre Sivac, IFRA President.
“This project requires a lot of hard work from everyone involved; the wider scientific and medical communities who
are participating, the experts from industry and the small, dedicated team at IFRA,” said Professor Jim Bridges,
Chairman of the IDEA Supervisory Group. “We believe in this dialogue and we believe that together we can
develop globally acceptable risk assessment approaches for all substances suspected of being skin sensitizers.”
The EU Commission services representative stated that; “The IDEA project represents an exceptional opportunity
with regard to the content, that of contact allergy, and to the process under which the work is being conducted. The
Commission services welcome the work done to better characterize, define and understand contact allergy in the
scope of consumer products, and primarily cosmetics. Working on a common platform builds the trust and
reinforces the will to progress constructively between parties.”
For full details on the IDEA project and results of the first and second year’s workshops go to the dedicated website
at: http://www.ideaproject.info or the EU Commission’s Scientific Committees’ website at:
http://ec.europa.eu/health/scientific_committees/events/ev_20141217_en.htm
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